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Abstract

Metal hexacyanometallates, or Prussian blue analogs (PBAs), are active materials in

important electrochemical technologies, including next-generation sodium- and potassium-

ion batteries. They have tunable properties including reduction potential, ionic conduc-

tivity, and color. However, little is known about their electronic conductivities. In this

work, we use density-functional theory to model electronic structure and to explore the

likely electron-conduction mechanism in three promising cathodes (manganese, iron,

and cobalt hexacyanoferrate) in each of three oxidation states. First, we demonstrate

that hybrid functionals reliably reproduce experimentally observed spin configurations

and geometric phase changes. We confirm these materials are semiconductors or insu-

lators with band gaps ranging from 1.90 eV up to 4.94 eV. We further identify that for
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most of the compounds the electronic band edges originate from carbon-coordinated-

iron orbitals, suggesting that doping at the carbon-coordinated site may strongly affect

carrier conductivity. Finally, we calculate charge-carrier effective masses, which we find

are very heavy. This study is an important foundation for making electronic conduc-

tivity a tunable PBA material property.

Introduction

The metal hexacyanometallates, known more commonly as the Prussian blue analogs (PBAs),

are promising active materials as electrodes for next-generation, sodium-ion batteries.1–3

PBAs are also important in potassium-ion4 and all-solid-state5 batteries, as well as in other

electrochemical technologies including electrocatalysis,6 thermionics,7 and smart windows.8

They are a highly substitutable, and therefore tunable, material system.9 Their general for-

mula is AxM
J[M′K(CN)6], in which A is an alkali or alkali-earth metal, M and M′ are possibly

distinct transition metals in oxidation states J and K, respectively. Appropriate composi-

tions can be selected that undergo two electrochemical reactions within the stability window

of conventional organic electrolytes, for specific capacities around 170 mA h g−1 at potentials

of approximately +1.0 V versus the standard hydrogen electrode.10 Their impressive rate

capabilities and high ionic conductivities11,12 derive from the wide channels in their crystal

structure, shown in Figure 1, for fast ion movement through the bulk.

This work addresses two conspicuously understudied areas of PBA science: electronic con-

ductivity and first-principles modelling. First, past studies have carefully correlated chemical

composition with materials properties including, for example, lattice parameter,13 reduction

potential,14 and coefficient of thermal expansion.15 But there has never been a systematic

study of the effect of composition on electronic conductivity. This is despite the fact that

electronic conductivity is important in virtually every PBA-based technology. Early work

on the composition NaFe[Fe(CN)6] (also known as Prussian blue, the prototype compound)

reported a value on the order of σe = 10−5 S m−1, but it lacked structural characterization.16
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Figure 1: The PBA crystal structure. Two transition metals are octahedrally coordinated to
cyanide ligands forming a cubic geometry (space group Fm3m) with wide channels for fast
ionic conduction. Shown here is the intermediate oxidation state with one sodium ion (in
the interstitial position) per formula unit. Application of an appropriate electrical potential
results in oxidation (sodium removal) or reduction (sodium addition).

Studies on the effect of hydration state17 and nickel substitution at the nitrogen-coordinated

site18 gave similar values. The full range of values for the electronic conductivities of the

PBAs remains unmeasured. Second, investigating their electronic properties using density-

functional theory (DFT) is complicated because the PBAs are strongly correlated systems19

and DFT notoriously over-delocalizes d orbital electrons in such systems.20 Early PBA mod-

els addressed the challenge with an ad hoc strategy of using different pseudopotentials for

the two iron ions in the formula unit,21 and later work suggested that the composition

NaFe[Fe(CN)6] is a half-metal.22,23 Most recently, the voltage profiles for numerous com-

positions were explored by Ong and coworkers,24 and Henkelman and coworkers used the

nudged-elastic band method to understand ion diffusion in manganese hexacyanoferrate.25

The majority of current research uses DFT+U.26 Despite the success and usefulness of

DFT+U, it requires the careful selection of the U parameter to match a calculated property

to a value taken from experiment or from a more advanced calculation. This complicates its

application to new, hypothetical PBAs, so a rigorous, purely ab initio strategy for modelling
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PBAs is desirable.

Here the electronic structure and electron-transport properties are explored systemati-

cally in three of the most promising metal hexacyanoferrates for sodium-ion cathodes: man-

ganese hexacyanoferrate, (NaxMn[Fe(CN)6]), iron hexacyanoferrate (NaxFe[Fe(CN)6]), and

cobalt hexacyanoferrate (NaxCo[Fe(CN)6]). Each material is studied in each of three ox-

idation states (x ∈ {0, 1, 2}) for a total of nine (9) compounds. The ground-state spin

configuration for each compound is determined by comparing the total energy of the low-

spin and high-spin phases. The projected density of states are calculated to examine the

nature of the valence- and conduction-bands as well as to determine the compounds’ band

gaps. Finally, the charge-carrier effective masses are calculated. All the electronic properties

are calculated within DFT employing either the generalized-gradient-approximation Perdew-

Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional27 or the non-local, hybrid Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE)

functional.28

Results and discussion

Ground-state spin configurations

For PBAs, the carbon-coordinated metal ion assumes a low-spin (ls) electronic configuration

while the nitrogen-coordinated metal is usually in a high-spin (hs) electronic configuration.

In order to treat the spin configuration of PBAs within spin-polarized DFT calculations we

assume a ferromagnetic ordering between the two metal centers and fix the overall spin, per

formula unit, of the material, and perform a total energy calculation. Figure 2 shows the dif-

ference in total energy between the (ls, hs) configuration and the (ls, ls) configuration. Seven

compounds are found to be more stable in the (ls, hs) configuration, and only compounds

Co[Fe(CN)6] and NaCo[Fe(CN)6] are more stable in the (ls, ls) configuration. The total en-

ergies calculated using the HSE functional correctly reproduce the experimentally observed

spin configuration for all nine compounds.1,2,13 Contrast these results with those calculated
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by the PBE functional, which incorrectly energetically favors the (ls, ls) configuration for

eight of the nine compounds. All calculations results reported hereafter are performed within

the DFT-HSE.
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Figure 2: Energy differences between spin configurations. Negative differences correspond
to energetic stability of the (ls, hs) state. Black, blue, and green bars correspond to Mn,
Fe, and Co, respectively. Within each color, the three bars represent 0, 1, or 2 Na-ions per
formula unit from left to right. The inset shows the results using the PBE functional.

The compound NaMn[Fe(CN)6] can attain two (ls, hs) electronic configurations: (Fe(t52g),

Mn(t32ge
2
g)) and (Fe(t62g), Mn(t32ge

1
g)), with the latter lower in energy by less than 0.04 meV atom−1.

These correspond to different oxidation states: (Fe(III), Mn(II)) versus (Fe(II), Mn(III)), re-

spectively. Experiments have shown that below 225 K, the (Fe(t62g), Mn(t32ge
1
g)) phase is fa-

vored, in agreement with our DFT calculations; at higher temperatures, (Fe(t52g), Mn(t32ge
2
g))

is observed.29 Furthermore, operando X-ray diffraction (XRD)30 and ex situ X-ray absorp-

tion near-edge structure (XANES)4 studies of room-temperature batteries clearly show that

the manganese is first reduced from manganese(III) to manganese(II) and then the iron is

reduced form iron(III) to iron(II).2 So in the rest of this work we only consider the technolog-

ically relevant (Fe(t52g), Mn(t32ge
2
g)) phase of NaMn[Fe(CN)6]. The three iron compounds are
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lower in energy in the (ls, hs) configuration. The intermediate oxidation state is (FeC(t62g),

FeN(t32ge
2
g)), which is also consistent with experimental findings.1 The compounds’ electronic

configurations as calculated within HSE are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Electronic configurations. The three t2g orbitals and two eg orbitals are formed
from the five d orbitals of an octahedrally coordinated transition metal. The red orbitals cor-
respond to carbon-coordinated iron, while black, blue, and green states refer to manganese,
nitrogen-coordinated iron, and cobalt orbitals, respectively.

The two lower oxidation states of the cobalt compound (i.e. Co[Fe(CN)6] and NaCo[Fe(CN)6])

are more stable in the (ls, ls) configuration; both contain cobalt(III, ls). On further reduc-

tion to Na2Co[Fe(CN)6], the cobalt becomes cobalt(II) and switches to high spin. This is

in agreement with electrochemical observations of a spin transition over the second reduc-

tion plateau during battery discharge.31 NaCo[Fe(CN)6] has the smallest energy difference

between the two spin configurations at 4 meV atom−1. This small energetic difference is

consistent with studies that observe facile photo-induced spin transition in this material.32

These experiments show that the spin transition is accompanied by a charge transfer from

the iron to the cobalt. The calculated atom-projected magnetic moment vanishes on both

the iron atom and the cobalt atom in the ground state, which is consistent with a non-spin-
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polarized electronic configuration of t62g for iron and t62g for cobalt. In the higher energy

(ls,hs) state, the atom-projected magnetic moments are µFe = 1.051 µB and µCo = 2.753 µB

(where µB is the Bohr magneton). This is consistent with an electronic configuration of

t52g for iron and t52ge
2
g for cobalt, shown in Figure 3, and supports the experimental model

of charge-transfer-accompanied spin transition.32All other energy differences are greater (in

magnitude) than the thermal excitation of 26 meV atom−1 at 300 K.

In terms of crystal structure, the fully oxidized compound Mn[Fe(CN)6] has a tetragonal

geometry. This is the result of a Jahn-Teller distortion arising from the electronic config-

uration on the manganese, Mn(t32ge
1
g). On reduction to NaMn[Fe(CN)6], the sodium ion

occupies the center of the face separating two subcubes (i.e. the cubic interstice formed

by eight cyanide ligands and four of each lattice metal ion), as shown in Figure SI-1. This

relaxes the tetragonal distortion, but introduces a slight rhombohedral distortion. The lat-

tice vectors are changed by about 2◦ away from the value of 60◦ for the face-centered cubic

geometry. The fully reduced compound Na2Mn[Fe(CN)6] has its second sodium ion in a

different face of the cube and is also rhombohedrally distorted. For the iron materials, the

fully oxidized compound Fe[Fe(CN)6] is cubic. The reduced compounds NaFe[Fe(CN)6] and

Na2Fe[Fe(CN)6] have their sodium ions in the cube faces and are rhombohedrally distorted.

For the cobalt materials, Co[Fe(CN)6] is cubic and the reduced compounds are rhombohe-

drally distorted. For all compounds, the main difference between the (ls, ls) and the (ls, hs)

configurations is a higher unit-cell volume for the (ls, hs) configuration and longer MN − N

bond length (where MN is Mn, Fe, or Co). This is due to the increased density of spin-aligned

electrons. Finally, comparing structural optimization between DFT-PBE with the hybrid

HSE functional, we found that both result in basically the same geometry for all studied

compounds.

These calculated geometries are consistent with two important phase changes that have

been observed experimentally. First, fully desodiated Mn[Fe(CN)6] has been shown to be

tetragonal.2 Second, NaxMn[Fe(CN)6], NaxFe[Fe(CN)6], and NaxCo[Fe(CN)6] all become
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rhombohedral above a critical sodium concentration between 1 and 2 sodium ions per formula

unit, 1 < xcritical < 2.33,34 Below xcritical the compounds are cubic (except for Mn[Fe(CN)6],

which, as discussed, is tetragonal). The calculated geometries are already rhombohedral in

the x = 1 phase. We attribute the early onset of the rhombohedral distortion to the fact

that the simulated compounds are completely free of vacancies and crystalline water, both

of which are known to stabilize the cubic structure over the rhombohedral structure.35 We

show the simulated XRD patterns and crystal structures for the iron compounds in Figure

SI.1.

Atomic-projections of valence- and conduction-band states

The projected density of states (PDOS) for the ground-state spin configuration of the nine

materials as calculated with the HSE functional are shown in Figure 4. For MnIII[FeIII(CN)6],

the valence-band states arise from spin-down iron t2g orbitals, which are nearly degenerate

with the spin-up manganese eg orbitals and cyanide orbitals. The conduction-band states

are stem from spin-down, iron t2g orbitals. The valence-band states for NaMnII[FeIII(CN)6]

originate from the spin-up, manganese eg orbitals, in accordance with Figure 3 and the

conduction-band states still arise from spin-down, iron t2g orbitals. These become occupied

on further reduction to Na2MnII[FeII(CN)6], in which the valence-band states stem from de-

generate spin-up iron t2g orbitals, spin-up manganese eg orbitals, spin-down iron t2g orbitals,

and cyanide orbitals. The conduction-band states originate from spin-down manganese t2g

orbitals and cyanide orbitals.

In FeIII[FeIII(CN)6], the valence-band states arise from spin-down, carbon-coordinated-

iron t2g orbitals. The conduction band bottom stems from t2g orbitals of both iron atoms,

which is consistent with the t52g and t32g spin configuration shown in Figure 3. Upon reduction,

NaFeIII[FeII(CN)6] also has its valence-band states originating from the carbon-coordinated-

iron, but the conduction-band states now solely originate from the nitrogen-coordinated-

iron t2g orbitals. This can be explained due to the change of the carbon-coordinated-iron
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Figure 4: Projected density of states (PDOS) of the ground-state spin configuration to HSE.
The top, middle, and bottom rows correspond to Mn, Fe, and Co, respectively. The left,
middle, and right columns correspond to 0, 1, and 2 Na-ions per formula unit, respectively.
The energy axis is referred to the Fermi level (gray, dotted line) and occupied states are
shaded light gray.
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spin configuration to the fully filled t62g. Further reduction to Na2FeII[FeII(CN)6] breaks the

symmetry of the spin-down nitrogen-coordinated-iron t2g orbitals, one of which becomes

occupied. Both the valence-band and the conduction-band states thus stem from spin-down

orbitals.

Similarly in CoIII[FeIII(CN)6], both the conduction- and valence-band states arise from

spin-down, iron t2g orbitals. For the reduced material, NaCoIII[FeII(CN)6], both Co- and

Fe-sites are in the same fully filled t62g spin configuration; hence, it is not spin-polarized.

Valence-band states originate from the iron t2g orbitals and the conduction-band states arise

from cobalt eg orbitals (and some cyanide states). The spin transition of the cobalt on

reduction to Na2CoII[FeII(CN)6] changes the electronic structure substantially. The valence-

band states stem from degenerate spin-up and spin-down iron t2g orbitals. The valence band

originate from spin-down cobalt t2g orbitals.

In eight of the nine compounds either the valence-band or conduction-band states (or

both) arise from t2g orbitals of the carbon-coordinated iron. For all three fully oxidized

materials (x = 0), both the valence and conduction bands stem from the carbon-coordinated

iron. This suggests that the carbon-coordinated iron participates significantly in the con-

duction of charge-carrying electrons and holes through the metal hexacyanoferrate lattice,

especially for battery electrodes in the fully charged state. Sluggish kinetics caused by low

electronic or ionic conductivity have been suggested as the cause of low coulombic efficiency,

especially in manganese hexacyanoferrate.36 Research efforts to increase conductivity have

focused on doping the nitrogen-coordinated element.4 However, if the low coulombic effi-

ciency is caused by lower conductivity in the fully oxidized lattice, then these results suggest

that experiment work must refocus on doping the carbon-coordinated iron to improve cycle

lives of PBA batteries.

All nine materials have band gaps with values, as calculated with the HSE functional,

shown in Table 1. The gaps range from 1.90 eV to 4.94 eV. Even the smallest bang gap is too

large for appreciable populations of thermally generated carriers at room temperature. The
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calculated band gap for Prussian blue, NaFeIII[FeII(CN)6], is 1.90 eV, versus an experimental

value of 1.75 eV.37 The material NaCo[Fe(CN)6] has a direct band gap; the rest have indirect

band gaps. PDOS calculated with the PBE functional are shown in Figure SI.2.

Table 1: Band gaps calculated using the HSE functional

M[Fe(CN)6] NaM[Fe(CN)6] Na2M[Fe(CN)6]
Mn 2.46 2.88 4.94
Fe 1.96 1.90 3.33
Co 3.00 3.33* 3.80

* direct band gap

Charge-carrier effective masses and charge distributions

The effective mass of an electron is defined as the second derivative of the electron energy

with respect to the wavevector k about the minimum according to

m∗ij = h̄2(∂2ε/∂ki∂kj)
−1,

in which i and j are the indices for the three crystallographic directions, ε is the energy

eigenvalue, h̄ is the reduced Planck’s constant, and m∗ij is the (i, j) component of the effective

mass tensor.38 The partial derivatives are calculated numerically using a first-order, finite-

difference approximation, and diagonalization of the effective-mass tensors gives the effective

masses along the three principal axes. (The extremum k points of the valence-band tops and

conduction-band bottoms are in Table SI.1 and 2, and the shapes of the energy isosurfaces

near the extreme k points are shown in Figures SI.3 through 5). The isotropic average

effective mass (m∗ = (1
3
Σim

∗−1
i )−1) for the compounds are given in Table SI.3. The hole

effective masses range from 2.06 me in NaCo[Fe(CN)6] to 3.62 me in Na2Mn[Fe(CN)6] with

a median value of 2.60 me for all nine compounds. The electron effective masses range from

0.73 me in Fe[Fe(CN)6] to 4.95 me in Co[Fe(CN)6] with a median value of 1.94 me for all nine

compounds.

The effective masses are very heavy due to the fact that these compounds are ionic

crystals, as shown in the band-decomposed charge densities for the valence and conduction
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bands of Figure 5. Eight of the nine compounds have significant valence-band charge den-

sity on the carbon-coordinated iron, and six of nine compounds have significant conduction-

band charge density on the carbon-coordinated iron. This is in agreement with the PDOS

data, and underscores the need for investigation of the effect of doping at this site for tun-

ing PBA electronic conductivity. Also of note is that the valence band in Prussian blue,

NaFe[Fe(CN)6], is localized on the carbon-coordinated iron while the conduction band is

localized on the nitrogen-coordinated iron. This is consistent with experimental observation

of charge transfer between the two iron atoms on excitation of a valence electron to the

conduction band.37 In general, the charge density is highly localized on the transition-metal

ions. Together, the heavy effective masses and the ionic character of the electronic structure

imply that small-polaron hopping is likely an important mechanism for charge conduction

in these compounds. First-principles studies have shown the importance of small-polar hop-

ping for electronic conductivity in battery materials including lithium iron phosphate39 and

the (manganese, cobalt) oxide family.40 Tennakone and coworkers used small-polar hopping

to interpret experimental data on the complicated relationship between crystalline water,

temperature, and electronic conductivity in Prussian blue (NaFe[Fe(CN)6]).
17 These theo-

retical results rationalize Tennakone and coworkers’ application of the small-polaron-hopping

mechanism to understand their data; these results also call for future work to model and

understand polarons in PBAs in greater detail.

Conclusions

Calculations from first principles using DFT to both the PBE- and HSE-level of theory iden-

tify important features of the electronic structure of three metal hexacyanoferrates in each

of three oxidation states that are technologically relevant for next-generation battery cath-

odes. Comparison of the total energies of the (low spin, low spin) versus the (low spin, high

spin) configurations as calculated by the HSE functional reproduces experimentally observed
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Figure 5: Band-decomposed charge densities. For each compound, the band-decomposed
charge-density isosurface is plotted for the valence band (purple, left) and the conduction-
band (orange, right). The manganese, iron, and cobalt compounds are in the top, middle,
and bottom rows, respectively. The number of sodium ions (gold) per formula unit are 0
(fully oxidized), 1, and 2 (fully reduced) from left to right.
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spin configurations in all nine compounds. This strategy provides a purely ab initio way of

modelling PBA electronics. The PDOS and band decomposed charge density reveal the im-

portance of the carbon-coordinated iron onto which conduction- and valence-bands states in

many cases, confirming this as a promising site for substitutional doping to design more or

less electronically conductive PBAs. The materials are all gapped with band gaps ranging

from 1.90 eV to 4.94 eV. The charge-carrier effective masses are calculated, with median val-

ues of 2.60 me for holes and 1.94 me for electrons. These very heavy effective masses, along

with the highly ionic character of the compounds, suggest that small-polaron hopping may

be an important mechanism for electron transport. Future work will center around mod-

eling polarons in PBAs in greater detail. These results are important contributions to the

study of PBA electronic conductivity and first-principles modeling, and this work lays the

theoretical groundwork to incorporate electronic conductivity into the repertoire of tunable

PBA properties.

Methods

All calculations were carried out using DFT as implemented in the Vienna ab inito Simulation

Package (VASP).41,42 A Γ-centered 4x4x4 k-point grid and a plane-wave kinetic-energy cutoff

of 520 eV were used. Electronic and ionic convergence criteria were 10−5 eV and 0.05 eV Å-1,

respectively. Full geometric relaxation was performed on all materials with both the PBE and

HSE functionals separately. For the HSE functional, we used a screening parameter of 0.2 Å-1

and a mixing of 25% Fock exchange with 75% PBE exchange. The effective masses were

calculated using a first-order finite-difference approximation of the second partial derivative

of the energies at 18 zero-weight k points about the band extremum with a discretization of

the local reciprocal space of 0.01 · 2π/a. Band-decomposed charge densities were calculated

using the band and k point that were used for the effective mass calculations.
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